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Chapter 2351: I Want to Listen 

“Mo Shixiu, I’m a little sleepy,” Jiang Luoli said as her eyelids got heavy. 

She was very sleepy during her pregnancy. 

Even after more than ten hours of sleep, she still felt like she hadn’t had enough. 

If she hadn’t asked the doctor and been told that this was normal, she would have suspected that she 

was sick. 

“Sleep if you’re tired.” Mo Shixiu carried her to the bed and gently put her down. He then pulled the 

blanket over her. 

“But I don’t really want to sleep.” Jiang Luoli rubbed her eyes. 

“So?” Mo Shixiu knew that his wife must have another request. 

Jiang Luoli was 10 years younger than him. In Mo Shixiu’s eyes, she was still a little girl. 

Thus, he pampered her to the skies. 

Jiang Luoli blinked and said coquettishly, “You’ve to coax me to sleep.” 

“How?” Mo Shixiu stroked her soft hair and looked down at his coquettish wife. 

“Sing for me.” Jiang Luoli rolled her eyes. 

The man’s expression stiffened. “Sing?” 

“Mm. Don’t you know how to sing?” Jiang Luoli said coquettishly. “I’ve never heard you sing. Can you 

sing for me? I want to hear it.” 

“This…” 

This was a little difficult for Mo Shixiu, although it wasn’t an overboard request. 

“Alright.” Jiang Luoli grabbed his hand and said coquettishly, “Shixiu, Shixiu, I want to hear it. Sing for 

me, alright?” 

Jiang Luoli shook his arm and looked at him expectantly. 

Mo Shixiu looked at the pair of sleepy eyes looking at him the next second. He felt that if he rejected 

her, Jiang Luoli might cry the next second. 

“Alright.” Mo Shixiu chuckled. “What song do you want me to sing?” 

“I like everything.” Jiang Luoli thought for a while and said, “Sing an emotional and quiet song.” 

She then winked at him. 

Mo Shixiu’s voice was very pleasant. 



He spoke in a low voice that could make people “pregnant”. 

But Jiang Luoli had never heard him sing. 

Hence, she suddenly wanted to hear what Mo Shixiu’s singing voice would be like. 

Mo Shixiu thought for a while and said, “Alright.” 

Jiang Luoli waited for a while before hearing him hum. 

He was singing a French song. 

Jiang Luoli didn’t understand him, but it didn’t affect her opinion that he sang very well. 

No, it was very nice. 

His voice was low and gentle, and it sounded like he was whispering sweet nothings into her ear. 

Jiang Luoli couldn’t help but be intoxicated by his voice. 

Mo Shixiu’s voice was so nice. 

It was like good wine, but also like a beautiful dream. She couldn’t help but be intoxicated by him. 

When Mo Shixiu started singing, Jiang Luoli felt sleepy and closed her eyes. 

When he finished singing, she had already fallen asleep. 

Mo Shixiu lowered his head and planted a kiss on her forehead. “Good night, Luoli.” 

Chapter 2352: It Was Because of Shen Rou 

Qiao Mianmian was busy the next few days. 

When “If You Can’t Love” was broadcasted two-thirds of the way, all the main actors became the most 

popular artistes. 

The male and female leads, Qin Han and Qiao Mianmian, were even more popular. 

Qin Han was the Big Brother, so the so-called “surge in popularity” was not obvious enough. 

But Qiao Mianmian’s popularity had changed drastically. 

Her fans went from five million to twenty million. 

A casual post on Weibo would have tens of thousands of comments. 

Then, it was trending almost every day. 

For example, she went out for a meal and was captured by the reporters. Soon, she was on the trending 

list. 

Another example was when she went to a job and saw that she was trending again. 

Anyway, as long as the reporters took photos of her doing something, she would be trending. 



Even Linda couldn’t help but sigh. “Mianmian, I realize that you’re really ‘trending’. It’s not easy for 

others to be on the trending list, and many of them need the company to spend money to get them on 

it. Not only are you on it for free, but you’re also on it every day. Not only that, but you’re also in the top 

three on the trending list. If the company had to spend money, it’d definitely be a huge expenditure. 

You’ve saved the company a huge sum of money. 

“This is the first time I’ve seen someone trending every day. Even Qin Han wasn’t as popular as you.” 

Linda was telling the truth. 

Qin Han and Qiao Mianmian filmed this show together, but Qiao Mianmian was the most popular. 

Linda felt that it was a wise decision to sign Qiao Mianmian. 

She didn’t even have to worry about her artiste becoming popular. 

She’d definitely gotten a huge bargain. 

After all, she knew very well that Qiao Mianmian’s future development would only get better. 

She had the Bai and Mo families as her backing. In the future, Qiao Mianmian could do whatever she 

wanted in the entertainment industry. 

Qiao Mianmian was surfing Weibo and realized she was trending again. 

And this time, it was because of Shen Rou. 

Shen Rou attended a Chamber of Commerce, so reporters must have attended. 

The reporters also wanted to create a hot topic, so they deliberately asked about some sensitive topics. 

They actually asked Shen Rou if she had seen “If You Can’t Love” and asked her how her acting was. 

Shen Rou’s answer was: [I just watched a little. I like Qin Han’s acting. It’s not bad.] 

The reporters then immediately asked: [What about Qiao Mianmian? Many netizens are praising her 

acting skills and saying that her role as the female lead is very popular. What do you think?] 

Shen Rou’s answer: [To be honest, it’s nothing much. If it wasn’t for Qin Han, I wouldn’t have been able 

to take it.] 

Shen Rou liked Mo Yesi, and Mo Yesi was with Qiao Mianmian now. 

Hence, the moment Shen Rou’s interview was released, it immediately became a hot topic of gossip 

among netizens. 

The trending topic was: [Chairman Mo’s old love comments about his new lover’s acting. She claimed it 

wasn’t good.] 

Such a trending topic was naturally eye-catching. 

When Qiao Mianmian opened Weibo and saw this trending topic, it was already in second place. 

After asking something and not hearing a reply, Linda looked at Qiao Mianmian and saw her staring at 

her cell phone. 



Chapter 2353: What a Coincidence, Meeting Here 

 

Linda took a look and exclaimed, “What the hell is this trending topic? What kind of old love is Shen 

Rou? She and Chairman Mo have always been friends. 

“Also, I think Shen Rou is jealous of you, that’s why she’s lying through her teeth. Your acting is 

obviously very good, and you’ve already received the unanimous approval of the netizens, but she 

insists that your acting isn’t good. Ha, a woman’s jealousy is really scary.” 

Qiao Mianmian kept quiet for a while before saying, “It’s normal for her to think that my acting isn’t 

good. I never thought of getting everyone’s recognition. It’s enough for most people.” 

“Alright, but aren’t you angry at the title?” 

She was referring to the title of “Old Love”. 

Qiao Mianmian thought for a while and shook her head. “There’s nothing to be angry about.” 

“You’re not angry? What if others really think she’s Chairman Mo’s ex…” 

“That’s nothing.” Qiao Mianmian’s eyes softened at the thought of Mo Yesi. “Even if it’s really an old 

love, it’s all in the past. I only care about the present and the future.” 

Linda said, “…Alright. But everyone knows that Chairman Mo pampers you. You really have nothing to 

be angry about.” 

As they spoke, the car slowly stopped outside a luxurious building. 

This was a six-star hotel. 

Tonight was the “Weibo Night Awards Ceremony”, and many well-known people from all walks of life 

were invited. 

Qiao Mianmian was one of the most popular female celebrities. 

The car stopped. 

Qiao Mianmian followed Linda out of the car. 

Just as she reached the hotel’s revolving glass door, she heard a familiar voice behind her. 

“Qiao Mianmian.” 

It was Shen Rou. 

Qiao Mianmian stopped in her tracks and turned around. 

Not only did she see Shen Rou, but she also saw someone beside her. 

It was another person she knew, Little Xiao. 

When she saw them together, Qiao Mianmian was stunned for a while. But soon, her face returned to 

normal, and her eyes became calm. 



Shen Rou quickly walked towards her. 

She sized Qiao Mianmian up and smiled. “What a coincidence to meet you here.” 

“Unfortunately.” Qiao Mianmian smiled too. “I was invited here. I’m sure Miss Shen is the same.” 

“Mm, that’s right.” Shen Rou nodded. “I was invited here too. I mean, we bumped into each other at the 

gate.” 

Shen Rou was naturally dressed up today. 

She was wearing a tight long black dress, revealing her neck and shoulders. There were two round holes 

on both sides of her waist, revealing her fair skin. The lower body was a fishtail design, making her legs 

look especially slender. 

Her black dress flashed, making her seem to be glowing. 

Her wavy long hair was draped over her chest, and her makeup was exquisite and grand… 

Shen Rou was undoubtedly beautiful and eye-catching. 

In terms of looks, Shen Rou was much prettier than many female artistes in the entertainment industry. 

Her title as the most beautiful woman in the upper-class society wasn’t casually obtained. 

But Shen Rou’s confidence and pride in her appearance vanished in front of Qiao Mianmian. 

She was beautiful. 

But Qiao Mianmian was more beautiful than her. 

Chapter 2354: She Hates This Sl*t! 

This was like a near-perfect gem. When placed in front of a perfect gem, that small flaw was magnified. 

Some people couldn’t help but be picky. 

Because they had never seen perfection, even a little flaw would make them think that the gem was 

very good and rare. 

But if they saw the best, they would become picky. 

Qiao Mianmian was the perfect gem. 

It wasn’t that Shen Rou wasn’t good enough, but some things couldn’t be compared. 

Qiao Mianmian was also dressed to the nines today, but not as formal as Shen Rou. She was only 

wearing a long white dress and had her hair done up. 

Compared to Shen Rou’s heavy makeup, she looked a little dull. 

But even so, standing next to Shen Rou, others would look at Qiao Mianmian first. 

Her face was the focus. 



Even the simple makeup was stunning. 

Many female celebrities needed makeup to look stunning. 

As for Qiao Mianmian, her looks were stunning, to begin with. With just a little dressing, she was so 

beautiful that it was hard to take your eyes off her. 

This was also what Shen Rou hated most about Qiao Mianmian. 

She had attended two banquets together with her. 

The first was the charity ball. 

The second time was the Chamber of Commerce. 

Both times, Qiao Mianmian had stolen her limelight and made her a laughing stock. 

She hated this sl*t! 

She couldn’t help but look at Qiao Mianmian’s fair wrist. Seeing the silver bracelet, the jealousy and 

hatred in her eyes deepened. 

That bracelet was given to Qiao Mianmian by Mo Yesi. 

At that time, Qiao Mianmian almost put the bracelet on auction at the charity banquet. 

Later on, she used this bracelet to show off her love for Mo Yesi and became the center of attention. 

Sensing Shen Rou’s gaze, Qiao Mianmian looked down and saw that she was staring at her bracelet. She 

smiled and asked, “Miss Shen, you’ve been staring at my bracelet. Do you like it?” 

Shen Rou looked up. 

Before she could say anything, Qiao Mianmian continued, “I really like it too. My husband actually 

bought me many more expensive bracelets, but this one is a love token. It’s very meaningful, so I’ve 

been wearing it.” 

As soon as Qiao Mianmian finished speaking, Shen Rou’s expression changed visibly. 

Her expression darkened. 

Shen Rou pursed her lips and looked furious. 

Qiao Mianmian smiled again. “If it was any other piece, I could tell you what brand it is and where to buy 

it. But this bracelet won’t do. Ah Si said that this is a limited edition and has already been reserved. 

Moreover, the words on the bracelet are unique. 

“So…” She raised her wrist and shook it. “Miss Shen, I’m sorry.” 

Chapter 2355: The More You Lack Something, the More You Like to Show Off 

“Qiao Mianmian, you…” Shen Rou was furious. She knew that Qiao Mianmian was deliberately 

provoking her, but she still couldn’t control her temper. She glared at her. “Why are you deliberately 



showing off in front of me? Do you think I’ll be jealous of you? It’s just a bracelet worth tens of millions, 

what’s so strange about it? You picked the wrong person to show off. 

“I already have a lot of such jewelry. Only those who haven’t seen the world would think that they’re so 

amazing.” 

“Eh, Miss Shen, did you misunderstand? I’ve never flaunted in front of you.” Qiao Mianmian smiled and 

said casually, “I was just chatting casually, and Miss Shen thought so much. It seems like we can’t 

continue chatting. 

“In that case, I’ll take my leave first.” 

Qiao Mianmian had always been polite and calm. Compared to Shen Rou’s flushed face, she seemed like 

a well-educated lady from a prestigious family. 

Meanwhile, Shen Rou was like a shrew. 

She and Qiao Mianmian were standing at the door, and the reporters happened to be taking photos of 

them. 

Of course, Shen Rou didn’t know about this. 

Qiao Mianmian turned and walked into the revolving glass door. Shen Rou stood still looking at her. Her 

hatred couldn’t be concealed, and her eyes looked cold and scary. 

Even the reporters taking photos felt a chill down their spines. 

It seemed like the rumors were true. 

Shen Rou had liked Mo Yesi for so many years, but he chose to be with another woman. 

Seeing the woman he loved so deeply, she must be extremely jealous. 

Most importantly, the woman that the man she loved liked was prettier than her. 

Not only that, but her family background wasn’t any worse than hers. 

No, her family background was better than hers. 

The Bai family was ranked first in Yuncheng City. 

Hence, Shen Rou lost to a woman with better looks and family background. 

She couldn’t accept it. 

The reporters saved the photos excitedly as they thought about what headline they should come up 

with. 

All along, such topics were popular among the public. 

Once the video was uploaded, it would probably be trending again. 



“Miss Shen.” Little Xiao looked at Shen Rou, who was about to faint from anger. She thought for a while 

and then comforted her. “Miss Shen, why bother with her? It’s said that the more you lack something, 

the more you like to show off. Sometimes, what we see might not be true. 

“She’s deliberately trying to anger Miss Shen. If Miss Shen gets angry because of this, she’ll only feel 

smug.” 

Shen Rou turned around. “You mean that she and Mo Yesi aren’t really in love?” 

“Yes.” 

Little Xiao recalled the scene she saw in the small mountain village. 

Chapter 2356: Even She Was Jealous 

The handsome man was cold and distant to everyone except for Qiao Mianmian. 

For Qiao Mianmian, he personally went to the village to fetch her. 

He even got the entire crew to fly to another city to reshoot the show. 

Such love… 

Which woman wouldn’t want to be pampered by such a distinguished and handsome man? 

Of course she did. 

But Mo Yesi never looked at them. 

Hence, she could only find a reason to feel better and convince herself that Qiao Mianmian wasn’t 

actually that happy. 

Little Xiao raised the corner of her lips. “Is there a lack of such people in the entertainment industry? 

The more they like to show off, the less likely their relationship will last. How can true love need to be 

shown to outsiders often? It looks like a show to me.” 

“You have a point.” Shen Rou felt much better after hearing her words. She finally smiled. “True love 

doesn’t have to be shown often. She acted like that in front of me on purpose, as if she wanted to prove 

something to me.” 

“So Miss Shen doesn’t have to take her seriously. No matter how she hops, if you ignore her, she won’t 

be able to jump.” 

“You can see it clearly.” Shen Rou looked at Little Xiao with a hint of admiration in her eyes. “You’re a 

smart person. I like to cooperate with smart people the most. It seems that our company’s decision to 

sign you as our spokesperson was a very wise decision. I hope we can cooperate well.” 

Little Xiao quickly said, “Thank you for your appreciation, Miss Shen.” 

Little Xiao had been quiet for a while and didn’t have anything to do. 

Hence, when Shen Rou found her to be their spokesperson, she immediately agreed. 

Shen Rou brought her out this time to prepare for the official announcement. 



Little Xiao finally took on a job, and it was a good endorsement. She naturally had to curry favor with 

Shen Rou. 

Moreover, she hated Qiao Mianmian! 

… 

“Why is Little Xiao with Shen Rou?” Linda looked thoughtful after entering the elevator. 

“They should be cooperating.” Qiao Mianmian guessed. 

She knew very well that people like Shen Rou looked down on celebrities in the entertainment industry. 

Hence, she couldn’t be friends with Little Xiao. 

The most likely possibility was that they were working together. 

“Cooperation?” Linda was stunned. “Now that you mention it, I suddenly remember something. The 

Shen Corporation seems to be going to launch the new jewelry product for the next season. They must 

be looking for an endorser. Is Little Xiao their endorser?” 

“That’s possible.” Qiao Mianmian nodded. 

Linda thought for a while and then looked at her. “Mianmian, you’re the spokesperson for the next 

season of the jewelry store under Chairman Mo, right? I’ve been paying attention to it. The Shen 

Corporation’s new product is going on the market at about the same time as the Mo Corporation’s. 

“Then, it’s about the same time for your endorsement.” 

Qiao Mianmian nodded again. “Mm.” 

The jewelry stores under the Mo Corporation had always taken the high-end route, so the previous 

spokesperson was an A-list celebrity. 

Qiao Mianmian wasn’t so popular when Mo Yesi told her about this. 

Mo Yesi naturally didn’t care about this. As the saying went, “Don’t let the good water flow into others’ 

fields.” The first-tier endorsement of his company was obviously for his wife. 

But in terms of popularity, Qiao Mianmian’s current popularity was enough. 

Chapter 2357: Deliberately Releasing Fake News 

 

The Shen Corporation’s jewelry store was also high-end. 

Although Little Xiao had been quiet for a while, her status was still considered first-rate. 

So, it was very likely that Shen Rou wanted Little Xiao to endorse their new product. 

Linda said, “Did the Shen Corporation choose to release the jewelry at around the same time as the Mo 

Corporation? I heard that they spent a lot of money this time. I feel that Shen Rou is ambitious this 

time.” 



Qiao Mianmian asked curiously, “Why do you say that?” 

“You still don’t know? Chairman Mo didn’t tell you?” Linda looked at her confused expression and knew 

the truth. She then said, “I wonder where Shen Rou got the ability to invite a famous international 

jewelry designer to design a new product for them. 

“Do you know that Henry Zhou never designs for domestic jewelry companies? If he collaborates with 

the Shen Corporation, this will be an unprecedented first. If they really manage to invite him, it will… be 

a huge blow to the Mo Corporation’s jewelry market.” 

“Henry Zhou?” Qiao Mianmian was no longer confused. 

“That’s right. To be able to get him to design jewelry personally, the person must be an internationally 

renowned superstar or a member of the royal family. Which company would he design for? I’ve never 

heard of it before. But these are just rumors, they might not be true.” 

Linda thought of something and said, “I don’t think Shen Rou can be so capable. Even when the Shen 

family was at its most prominent, they couldn’t invite Henry Zhou, let alone now. 

“Maybe they deliberately released fake news.” 

Qiao Mianmian knew this Henry Zhou. 

He was indeed an impressive figure. 

Under normal circumstances, the Shen Corporation wouldn’t be able to hire him. 

But there was no smoke without fire. 

Qiao Mianmian planned to ask Mo Yesi when she got back. 

Mo Yesi had said before that he had arranged for someone to keep an eye on the Shen Corporation. 

Hence, he definitely knew if this was true. 

… 

The Weibo Night Awards Ceremony was huge. 

All the verified accounts in various industries were invited. As the weather was extremely cold that day, 

the red carpet was set in the hotel’s venue. 

After exiting the elevator and turning into a corridor, they could see the red carpet. 

As Qiao Mianmian walked over, she saw that two couples were already standing on it. 

Usually, on such occasions, the male and female artistes would walk the red carpet together. In other 

words, they would have a male or female partner. 

Qiao Mianmian looked at the couple in front of her. 

She was alone. 

It wasn’t that she couldn’t find a male partner, but that she had a jealous lover. 



In order to prevent a certain someone from getting jealous again, Qiao Mianmian skipped the male 

partner. 

She didn’t mind walking the red carpet alone. 

“Qiao Mianmian.” A voice suddenly sounded behind her. Qiao Mianmian turned around and saw Zhan 

Bo in a black suit. 

He sized her up and smiled. “Not bad, you look beautiful tonight.” 

“You’re not bad yourself, you’re very handsome.” Qiao Mianmian imitated him and sized him up. 

Although they were complimenting each other, Zhan Bo was really handsome tonight. 

He was rather small, so his usual attire made him look like a child. 

Chapter 2358: Why Don’t We Team Up? 

But he looked different in formal wear. Even Qiao Mianmian felt that this big boy was charming. 

He was very masculine tonight. 

Zhan Bo smiled. “You’re alone tonight? No male companion?” 

“You’re also alone tonight? No female companion?” Qiao Mianmian looked at the empty space beside 

Zhan Bo. 

“Yes.” Zhan Bo nodded. “Why don’t we team up?” 

Qiao Mianmian was stunned. “Team up?” 

“Yes, I don’t have a female companion, and you don’t have a male companion. Isn’t that just nice?” 

Seeing her hesitation, he asked, “Is there a problem?” 

A cold face suddenly appeared in his mind. 

He recalled the last time he saw Mo Yesi. They had only greeted Qiao Mianmian, but Mo Yesi had given 

them a warning look. 

He was a possessive man. 

So, Qiao Mianmian hesitated because she was afraid that Mo Yesi would mind. 

At this thought, Zhan Bo felt that his life was more important. Although Mo Yesi wasn’t as petty as he 

thought, it was always better to be cautious. 

Small fry like them couldn’t afford to offend such a big shot. 

“Forget it. Let’s go our separate ways. Just take it that I…” 

Zhan Bo was about to say something when Qiao Mianmian said, “Mm, let’s walk the red carpet together 

later.” 

Qiao Mianmian felt that it shouldn’t be a problem. 



Although Mo Yesi was a little petty and jealous, this was normal work. 

It was just walking the red carpet with Zhan Bo. 

So many people were watching, so many cameras were directed at them. What could happen? 

If she refused, people would think that she was being unreasonable. 

Other female celebrities who had boyfriends or were married would have male companions at such 

events. 

Stunned, Zhan Bo blinked. “Are you sure?” 

“I’m sure.” Qiao Mianmian blinked. “Why? Is there a problem?” 

“No.” Zhan Bo shook his head. “What problem can there be? I’m just afraid that your side…” 

“Mm?” Qiao Mianmian was confused. “Afraid of what?” 

“I’m afraid Chairman Mo will mind.” Zhan Bo was rather close to her. Although they hadn’t known each 

other for long, both on the show and outside, they got along well. 

Hence, he didn’t beat around the bush. 

Qiao Mianmian was stunned for a while. Then, she saw Zhan Bo’s teasing gaze and blushed. 

It seemed like even he and the rest knew that Mo Yesi was jealous. 

She felt that she should salvage his image. 

“How can he be so petty?” Even Qiao Mianmian didn’t believe what she was saying. “It’s just a red 

carpet. But you, I’ll walk the red carpet with you. Your girlfriend fans and wife fans won’t object, right?” 

Zhan Bo was a top-notch new celebrity. 

He had many girlfriend fans and wife fans. 

Although Qiao Mianmian was joking, she was really worried that his female fans would form a grudge 

against her. 

Chapter 2359: Put It On, Don’t Catch a Cold 

After all, in the hearts of his female fans, no one was qualified to walk the red carpet with him. 

“What can they say? It’s just a red carpet walk. Moreover, it’s my own business. Fans can’t interfere,” 

Zhan Bo said with a smile. 

Although he was a popular young hunk, he wasn’t just a pretty face. 

Besides being good-looking, he was also very capable. 

Hence, he was confident. 

“In that case, let’s go together,” Qiao Mianmian said. 



“Alright, let’s go together.” 

Zhan Bo was a little afraid of Mo Yesi. 

But he also felt that it was just a red carpet. That person shouldn’t be so petty. 

One had to know that the male and female leads would have intimate contact when filming a drama. 

If he was so petty, Qiao Mianmian wouldn’t be able to work in the entertainment industry anymore. 

… 

Zhan Bo was considered one of the most popular celebrities in the industry. Coupled with Qiao 

Mianmian being in the limelight recently, as the two of them appeared on the red carpet hand in hand, 

the reporters were all excited and frantically took photos of the two most popular young celebrities in 

the entertainment industry. 

After walking the red carpet, the two of them were led to the side by the emcee. They had to be 

interviewed for one to two minutes. 

The reporters had already arranged it. 

Everything was basically arranged. 

The hotel was air-conditioned, so it wasn’t too cold. 

But the temperature was only 20 degrees. 

The men were alright. They were wearing suits and shirts, so they didn’t feel cold at all. 

But the women in evening gowns were a little cold. 

Qiao Mianmian and Zhan Bo stood at the spot indicated by the emcee. When she stopped, she couldn’t 

help but shiver and touch her goosebumps. 

Seeing this, the emcee was about to get the staff to find a blanket when Zhan Bo[ took off his suit jacket 

and draped it over her shoulders. 

The emcee was stunned, and so were the reporters. 

But soon, they felt that it was nothing. 

Zhan Bo wasn’t the first person to do so. 

This was just a gentlemanly act. 

Moreover, in “The Meaning of Traveling”, most people could tell that Zhan Bo and Qiao Mianmian had a 

good relationship. 

Qiao Mianmian turned to look at him. 

Zhan Bo smiled. “Put it on, don’t catch a cold.” 

“You’re not cold?” He was wearing a white shirt inside, but the material looked thin. 



“No.” Zhan Bo raised an eyebrow and even joked with her. “Young people aren’t afraid of the cold. 

Moreover, men can endure the cold better than women.” 

Alright. 

Qiao Mianmian was indeed a little cold, so she didn’t stand on ceremony with him. She smiled and said, 

“Thank you.” 

“You’re welcome.” 

The two of them exchanged a few words. The reporters saw that the two of them were getting along so 

well and asked with a smile, “Previously, while ‘The Meaning of Traveling’ was still being recorded, 

someone said that the two of you had the best relationship. 

“I’d like to ask if the two of you have contacted each other in private after the recording.” 

Zhan Bo was about to reply when he suddenly thought of something and immediately shut his mouth 

tightly. 

He turned to look at Qiao Mianmian, signaling her to answer this question. 

Chapter 2360: She Didn’t Care About Madam Mo’s Opinion 

The reporter asked a very ordinary question. 

She didn’t make things difficult for them. 

But both Zhan Bo and Qiao Mianmian felt that this question was a little tricky. 

Qiao Mianmian only had to answer normally, but she suddenly thought of a jealous lover. 

If Mo Yesi found out that she was still in contact with Zhan Bo, he would definitely be jealous. 

But she couldn’t possibly say that they hadn’t contacted each other again. 

Such an answer would make others think that their friendship was fake. If things went wrong, rumors of 

discord might even spread. 

She’d been in countless scandals before. 

Hence, she knew that if she didn’t answer well, she would be easily defamed. 

Qiao Mianmian thought about it seriously for a while before taking the microphone from the emcee. “Of 

course, we do. But we usually chat if there’s nothing to say. Because we’re usually busy, we can’t wait to 

sleep for a few more hours when we’re free. 

“So, our daily interactions might be to browse through WeChat. If we see the other party’s post, we 

comment or like it. But Zhan Bo rarely posts on WeChat, so I don’t even have many chances to like him. 

“When we aren’t so busy in the future, I think we can actually have a gathering. Of course, this depends 

on everyone’s schedule. It’s actually very difficult for everyone to be free at the time. Usually, we’re 

usually free during different periods.” 



Qiao Mianmian said so much to express that she was in contact with Zhan Bo, but it was only limited to 

likes and comments. 

They didn’t talk privately. 

“That’s right.” Zhan Bo smiled and agreed. “Everyone is really busy. I even asked Sister Shen previously if 

she had the time to meet up with us before the new year. She said that her schedule is already lined up 

until the end of next year.” 

The reporter didn’t ask further. 

If Qiao Mianmian was still single, the reporters would definitely be interested in her relationship with 

Zhan Bo, but everyone knew that she was already taken. 

Her boyfriend was Mo Yesi. 

Under such circumstances, no one dared to get Qiao Mianmian together with another man. 

The reporter then asked another question that they were most interested in. “Qiao Mianmian, there 

was a report previously that you and the Chairman of the Mo Corporation, Mo Yesi, are already 

engaged. Can you tell everyone when your wedding date is? 

“As you know, many netizens and your fans are concerned about your marriage.” 

“The exact date of the wedding hasn’t been set yet,” Qiao Mianmian replied naturally. “But we’re 

already preparing for it. If nothing goes wrong, the wedding should be held next year. 

“I’ll definitely tell everyone.” 

“So, your relationship has been confirmed by both families, right?” 

“I guess.” Qiao Mianmian directly omitted Madam Mo. 

She didn’t care about her opinion. 

“Then, I have one last question. What do you think of Shen Rou’s evaluation of your acting? She said 

that she saw the television drama you acted in and thought that your performance was average.” 

 


